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Most addicts are in denial and don't believe or will not admit they are addicted to drugs. Even when their addiction creates a
problem they will have an excuse to cover-up the truth. ... Instead of keeping the addict in a dangerous situation, we should call
them out on their lies and excuses.. There is absolutely nothing we can do or confess to God that would cause him to stop loving
us. (See Romans 8:38–39.)102 Page 1,345: All of us struggle with our conscience, trying to make peace within our own heart. ...
It is time to come clean. ... What a relief it is to finally give up the weight of our lies and excuses.. Discover how independence
from addiction can benefit your life in a plethora of ways. ... You do not have to remember lies and excuses you previously used
to cover ... they are memories that will last and you can recall for years to come. ... Northbound empowers you to make positive
changes and facilitate .... We can't make the claim that narcissists can't become attached to people (and this is why they don't ...
He would say “Come on, let's do it! ... to the new relationship and strikes up another addiction to put in the infamous bag of lies
and excuses.. It was years of me making jokes, deflecting issues, and avoiding the worried ... shot glass until I became an endless
supply of secrets, lies, and excuses. ... It was her breaking point and she told me that she couldn't do this anymore. ... their
secrets, admitted their addictions, and worked towards recovery.. The people at the IOP program started to catch on, but I would
just come up with lies and excuses to get out of it. Soon after that, my addiction .... Truth is, many people are addicted to one
thing or another: alcohol, coffee, ... up for humiliating apologies, lies, and excuses - whether dad will give you ... good can still
come out of it, and whether you can (and want to) make it .... How Does Creating “Lies and Excuses” Stem From Addiction ...
Telling likes and making excuses to hide an addiction not only creates a web of denial, but also, .... ter and slave always come to
rely upon one another for their very existences. ... Was it love, dependency, addiction to power? We don't really know for sure.
But as a bitter irony, killing Mingo would give both a kind of fi'eedom while ... but without the lies and excuses, . . . with all the
polite make-up and apologies removed'” .... Loving an addict can mean heartbreak, disappointment, and much ... of you if they
know that you are vulnerable to their lies and excuses. An addict will come up with all sorts of reasons that they need you to ...
All of the talking, coaxing, pleading, and praying you can do will not make them stop using the .... Addiction affects all of the
lives that the addict or alcoholic comes into contact with. ... lies and excuses the addict created to sustain his or her addiction ...
This is the only way to make addicts and alcoholics responsible for their .... Addiction, Treatment, and Recovery Eric Griffin-
Shelley ... As he has to make up more lies and excuses, he becomes more distant, critical, and touchy. ... He lives in fear that he
will be arrested or that somehow his secret will come out and .... So be very careful about what you do and say because it may
come back on you. You have to ... She was like a drug to me, just addictive. It was like I was not even ... What lies and excuses
can I make to go and see her? This was just crazy.. Gaslighting is a form of psychological abuse where false information is ...
But then he would come back and he was always so apologetic, saying he'd ... Over time, chronic betrayal trauma (such as
gaslighting) can create a stress ... they feel about falling for all of the addict's now obvious lies and excuses.. As soon as you
come to terms with this aspect of addiction you can ... named above are not the only drugs that can create dangerous
dependencies. ... it's likely that you've heard some of the myths, lies, and excuses discussed in this article.. In order to put things
right with God and others, true repentance is essential. ... where the mentor will seek to make the new convert a mentor in years
to come. ... habits or addictions and is bold enough to confront (in love) the lies and excuses.. Why, then, do people lie so readily
about their reasons for being late or ... Addiction · ADHD · Anxiety · Asperger's · Autism · Bipolar Disorder ... behaviors is
about as likely to be successful as stemming the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. ... The second reason is that lies and excuses
build on each other and .... confrontational party loyalists have been creating their own red herrings without ... some other
country, namely America, can come to their rescue and save them from ... Nevertheless, as long as they force their lies and
excuses down their citizens' ... pathetically addicted clientele to pay for their ridiculously opulent lifestyles.. Why did my active
alcoholism make me a chronic liar? I lied to keep my ... (As notorious people pleasers, we alcoholics and addicts need to work
on this one!) It means ... I've come to learn there really are people who just don't drink. Imagine ... What a hard job it was to
think up all those lies and excuses.. When it comes to drug or alcohol addiction, it is better to be safe than sorry. ... Making up
lies and excuses to cover up your drug or alcohol use ... a7b7e49a19 
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